CO M E A N D
J OIN U S.
Mikron Automation is the leading partner for scalable and customized assembly systems –
from the first idea to the highest performance solutions. Mikron’s expertise and proven
track record guarantee the most productive solution to assemble customer products at each
stage of their lifecycle.

For our Boudry site we are seeking a

Validation Engineer (m/f/d)
You understand the challenges and expectations of our customers regarding the validation/qualification of our assembly systems. You will ensure the internal process in close
collaboration with the project team and the clients. Your communication skills, your team
spirit and your rigour will enable you to carry out your missions and participate in the
success of our projects.

Your main tasks
_ Leading validation/qualification activities
on projects (including risk analysis,
protocol writing and test execution
during FAT/SAT)
_ Produce and maintain validation/
qualification documentation starting
from the design phase of the projects
(mechanical, software & hardware)
_ Be the central point of contact between
the client and the internal project
team for all matters related to projects
validation/qualification

_ Knowledge (oral and written) of German
and/or French (an asset)

Your profile
Education and experience:
_ Higher education in a technical field
(preferably in the pharmaceutical or
medical sector)
_ Experience in validation/qualification (an
asset)
_ Experience in the pharmaceutical or
medical industry (an asset)
_ Experience in the special machinery and/
or product assembly industry (an asset)

What we offer
_ The opportunity to tackle concrete and
diversified technical challenges with a
high degree of freedom in collaboration
with interdisciplinary project teams and
clients
_ A company focused on customer
satisfaction and teamwork in a
constantly evolving technical field
_ An international, multicultural, convivial,
and dynamic environment

Qualities:
_ Interest and interdisciplinarity:
understanding of validation/qualification
needs in the pharmaceutical/medical
sector and understanding of our
assembly systems (mechanical, software,
hardware)
_ Team spirit, communication and writing
of technical documents
_ Availability for business travel (≤20%)

Languages:
_ Good knowledge (oral and written) of
English

Are you interested?
Then don't hesitate and send your application (CV, cover letter, diplomas and certificates)
to our Human Resources Department, to the attention of Mr. Yannick Arrigoni.
Mikron Switzerland AG, Boudry, Division Automation, Route du Vignoble 17, CH-2017
Boudry, yannick.arrigoni@mikron.com, www.mikron.com, www.youtube.com/
mikrongroup, www.linkedin.com/company/mikron-automation

